2018 IEEE Education Society Fellow Committee Report:

(1) In accordance with IEEE guidelines, the 2018 IEEE Education Society Fellow Committee reviewed, evaluated, discussed, and scored eight (8) Fellow nominees for the 2019 IEEE Fellow Class. This activity was completed several weeks prior to the deadline.

(2) Observation: Only six of the ten members of the 2018 Fellow Committee were able to serve – only one member over the minimum number required for a valid Society evaluation. One currently-appointed member had previously indicated no interest in continuing to serve on the committee but was appointed anyway. This member declined to participate this year. Two currently-appointed members held IEEE offices that placed them in a position of Conflict of Interest and, hence, were unable to serve. A fourth appointed member was involved in the nomination process of a candidate that was being evaluated by another society, was considered to be in a position of Conflict of Interest, and, hence, unable to serve. Care should be taken in future years to ensure that all members appointed to the Society Fellow Committee are willing and
eligible to serve.
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